
MSDR: Multi-Step Dependency Relation Networks for 
Spatial Temporal Forecasting 



0. Motivation



Spatial temporal forecasting plays an important role in life. 

Traffic prediction Climate forecast Urban monitor system



Spatial temporal forecasting plays an important role in life. 

Challenging!

- the spatial and temporal dependencies are non-linear and dynamic  

- rather difficulty to capture the shifting long-range dependency  



Current works: 

- Statistical and traditional machine learning models  

- Deep learning techniques  

- RNN 

- LSTM (RNN variant) 

- CNN 

- Combine GNN 

Rely on RNN or its variants

(i) lead to severe information oblivion in modeling the long-range temporal dependency 

(ii) introduce noises into historical in- formation due to the error accumulation by steps 



Observation: the temporal representation of the current input will depend on 
multiple previous hidden states, which in turn have varying degrees of 
correlation with features of the current moment 

- Different place 

- Different time 

- Different previous steps



1. Problem Definition



Spatial Temporal Forecasting —> Traffic Flow Prediction / Traffic Demand Prediction



2. Methodology



2.1 MSDR: the new RNN variant 

Dependency relation (Trainable)

Attention coefficient

The representation of current time step 
could be influenced by multiple previous 
time steps. 

h: hidden states



2.1 MSDR: the new RNN variant 
The representation of current time step 
could be influenced by multiple previous 
time steps. 

Advantage: 

Explicitly capture the dependency 
between multiple previous time steps 
and current time step 

Easy to integrate MSDR into many 
existing spatial temporal forecasting 
frameworks  



2.1 Spatial Dependency 

Data-based Spatial dependency: defined by the k-th latest hidden embedding

Explicit Spatial dependency: involve location information



2.2 Overall Framework 



3. Experiment



Result on Traffic Demand Prediction and Traffic Flow Prediction



Result about different methods of relation dependency

Simple: relation dependency is the same for every step and location 

D-spatial: Data-based Spatial dependency 

E-spatial: Explicit Spatial dependency



Hyper-parameters



Case study



Thanks


